From the Desk of President Mike Wilke
The summer came to an end here in the
mountains, with the leaves on the Black Walnut
slowly covering the lawn and the garden trying to
provide a few more veggies for the table despite
night time temperatures dropping into the forties.
The apple crop this year is bountiful awaiting just
the right time for a meeting with the cider press.
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This has been a strange summer for me since I
spent most of it here in the holler. This is the first
time in eight years that I have not spent two or
three weeks at a field school having worked at the
Jackson River Bluff Site and the Keyser Farm Site
during that time.
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Mike Wilke thinks about his summer during a
lull in the State Plan presentations at the October
ASV meeting. Image courtesy of Laura J. Galke.
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Despite the empty schedule created by the closing
of KFC, members of Your Society assisted Josh
Duncan (past ASV Vice President) of Cultural
Resources Inc. at a field school at Battersea doing a
Phase I survey of the property in July. Members
have also worked with Dr. Chris Stevenson at the
Golden Ball Tavern in Petersburg, attended Lab
Week at the Department of Historical Resources in
Richmond, worked with Randy Lichtenberger and
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Jack Gary at the possible site of New
London Arsenal and Poplar Forest in
Lynchburg, and with Esther White at
Mount Vernon. Members of the
Massanutten Chapter have been busily
excavating at the Morris Kiln preparing for
the long awaited roof to be raised over the
kiln site.
Unfortunately due to severe budget cuts
experienced by the Virginia Department of
Historical Resources, the planned regional
Data Sharing System training has been
canceled. At a meeting of the Certification
Committee on September 11th, I suggested
that selected Chapter members who have
received the training and with the approval
of a professional mentor (if the trainer is a
nonprofessional) provide this instruction.
The Committee is considering this issue. In
the interim please consult with staff at your
local DHR office to provide the training.

The Upper James River Chapter in Lexington has
scheduled a training session on Monday,
November 17th, at Washington and Lee
University to be conducted by Tom Klatka.
Contact Hannah Short at
scotlandthebrave@mindspring.com if you would
like to attend. The training sessions are for the
benefit of all ASV members, you need not be an
Archeological Technician Certification Program
student/graduate.
On a sad note, Dwayne Preston, husband of
Nansemond Chapter President and past ASV
Secretary Teresa Preston, passed away suddenly
on September 5th. Our thoughts and prayers go
out to Teresa and her family.
Get October’s Archaeology Month posters into
your local school systems and appropriate public
locations to make people aware that Virginians
care about archaeology. Remember.....

YOU ARE THE ASV!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

by Mike Barber, State Archaeologist

Mike Barber takes
careful notes during
the State Plan
meeting. Image
courtesy of Laura J.
Galke.

We are currently wending our way through Archaeology Month 2008. It's a
pretty exciting time but one which can prove exhausting. With the line-up of
events across the state too numerous to mention (although Dee and Keith
have in the Calendar of Events: Virginia Archaeology Month 2008), I will
focus on the flagship event: the Annual Meeting of the Archeological Society
of Virginia. The 4 day extravaganza took place in Martinsville, Virginia,
where the City apparently cancelled Nascar (with the exception of Charlie
Mike Wilke, ASV President, and his red Mustang). The Big Dog on the
block, Mr. Wilke should be proud of the 2008 meeting where the venue was
extraordinary, the facilities highly functional, and the presentations all above
average. The beginning was marked by the State Plan and Research Design
Session with 15 presentations (plus 2 on Friday night). Beginning in
Paleoindian times and a strong endorsement of Pre-Clovis and ending with
the Modern Era and the Great Depression, archaeological topics, theories,
and theoretical approaches seemed endless. If the day was any example of
archaeological interests, the next generation will have plenty of work ahead
of it.
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Friday was given over to COVA with their
membership meeting and Evening Public Education
Session. One move forward was a new approach of a
request for proposals for grants which evolved into
proposals for research grants. With Dennis Pogue
chairing the committee, the outcome was an effort by
Bernard Means and Keith Egloff to post the DHR
radiocarbon dates on the web. As Keith has been
compiling the list for years, a move for dissemination
is a breakthrough. The evening Public Education
Session provided for an interactive session where Cliff
Boyd, more or less, executed the notion of Clovis First. Keith Egloff of DHR reminds State Plan
participants what Virginia looks like. It’s
Settlement patterns, travelways, tool types, and
population numbers were bantered about but no one not one of those square states from out west.
Image courtesy of Laura J. Galke.
could save Clovis which is still a very nice point but
not the initial point to be made (which it was not). Randy Turner followed up with a presentation on
the Contact Period which, after 30 years of study, he spoke from a position of ease. As always, the
presentation was well-crafted and thought provoking while inspiring an awe that any of those first
Jamestown settlers actually survived.
Saturday saw the beginning of the papers which continued through Sunday morning. Again, the
papers demonstrated the breadth of the archaeological study in Commonwealth. Of high interest
was the mix of the old cadre with the newcomers, the academicians with the CRM world, and the
avocational and professional. I have often said that we are all in
this together and if proof was to be had, it was at this meeting. As
I am sure the awards will be enumerated elsewhere, I will just
congratulation those who were honored. The banquet was
well-run and well-received. The food was some of the best to be
had in any banquet-like setting and the Arrangements folks are to
be thanked. Susan Langley, Maryland Underwater Archaeologist,
was the Banquet Speaker who discussed submerged resources
along the Potomac. Eloquent and well-versed, Susan
demonstrated a critical need for Virginia to rethink the
resurrection of its underwater program.
Clarence Geier and Carole Nash
of James Madison University
practice their “Who’s on (Clovis)
First?” routine for the State Plan
meeting in Martinsville. Image
courtesy of Laura J. Galke.

Finally, let me comment on the Virginia Museum of Natural
History. For an ASV annual meeting, it was a natural. With so
many stones and bones hanging around, what archaeologist could
not feel at home. While many were too old for our serious
interest (except as avocationalists), the facility cried out for
inter-disciplinary approaches. It is my hope that many of us will
have the opportunity to spend much more research time there.

So, on behalf of the DHR, which due to the tight budget played only a minor role, let me congratulate
the ASV on a fine meeting and a solid base for future work together. Along with COVA, we are all in
this together.
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ASV Archaeology Around Virginia
ASV Artifact ID Day At Cheroenhaka Indian Pow Wow
by Bert Wendell, Jr., Nansemond Chapter of ASV
The Archeological Society of Virginia (ASV), Nansemond Chapter, was invited by Chief Walter D.
"Red Hawk" Brown of the Cheroenhaka (Nottoway) Indians to their annual Pow Wow to hold an
Artifact Identification Day Program on
July 27,2008. The 7th Annual
Cheroenhaka Pow Wow and Gathering
was held at the Southampton County Fair
Grounds in Franklin, Virginia.

Chief Walter "Red Hawk" Brown of Cheroenhaka
(Nottoway) Indians thanks Teresa Preston, Nansemond
Chapter President of Archeological Society of Virginia,
for the Chapter's participation in Artifact Identification
Day at 7" Annual Cheroenhaka Indian Pow Wow and
Gathering. Image by Bert Wendell, Jr., Nansemond
Chapter member of ASV.
Teresa Preston, President of the Nansemond Chapter of ASV
and fellow chapter member Bert Wendell, Jr. displayed their
collections of Indian Artifacts from Southeastern Virginia.
Many attendees of the Pow Wow stopped by the ASV Booth to
enjoy the displays and discuss finding artifacts in their local areas. Interested persons were given
information on how to identify artifacts and join the ASV. Chief "Red Hawk" Brown, also a member
of the Nansemond Chapter of ASV, took time from his busy schedule to stop by the ASV Booth to
thank Teresa Preston for the Nansemond Chapter 's participation in the Cheroenhaka ceremony.
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ASV Archaeology Around Virginia
Archaeological Activities in Pulaski County and New London
by Trube Short, Upper James River Chapter of ASV
On September 8, 2008, some of the Upper James River Chapter
members went on a surface collection at the Ingles Ferry Farm site,
which is located in Pulaski County on the banks of the New River.
Tom Klatka invited us to help him with this project. That morning
Eliot Balazs, my mom Chris, my sister Hannah, Tom Klatka, Mike
Barber and I all met at a park and ride, then rode 45 minutes to the
site. The site was a large field
which had been plowed into strips
10 feet wide and about 150 feet
long. The strips were divided up
into units ten feet square. In each
unit we walked back and forth
along the unit and looked for
artifacts. Whatever we found was
put into bags. We found mostly
flakes, some beautiful projectile
points and tools, and fire cracked rock. Fire cracked rock was counted
and discarded. We also found historic and prehistoric pottery. Most of
the prehistoric materials were chert and chalcedony. That day the
weather was in the mid-90s. The drinks and ice cream that we got on
the way home sure tasted good after working in the hot sun all day!
The next project that UJRC members took part in was in New
London, near Lynchburg. This was on September 20th. Eliot, my
mom, my sister, and I all participated. Once we arrived, Randy
Lichtenberger gave us a talk about the history of New London. He
wants to find the arsenal that was moved there from Richmond in the
mid-1700s. There is a lot of evidence for the existence of the arsenal,
but not the location. We did a surface collection and dug shovel test
pits where Randy thought that the arsenal probably is. The shovel
test pits were spaced 25 feet apart, and we did a surface collection in the area around each STP
halfway to the next STP. We screened all of the dirt. Some volunteers used a metal detector, too. We
found 18th century glass, porcelain, 18th century salt glazed stoneware, slag, and nails. Randy was
very encouraged. Overall it was a very educational and fun experience, and the weather was
beautiful!
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Hartwell site (44FX1847) Research Opportunity
submitted by Mike Johnson, Fairfax County Archaeology
The stratified Late Woodland shell midden at the Hartwell Site
(44FX1847) was excavated in the late 1980s and early 1990s in
advance of a private rip-rap project near the mouth of the
Occoquan River. The site consisted of two,
adjacent, stratified, 10x50-foot sheet middens,
containing predominantly mussel shell. The
upper midden, which was on the terrace
bank, dated to the Potomac Creek phase and
produced a C-14 date from adjacent to the
attached effigy of 1360+60. The other midden Potomac Creek rim sherd.
dated to the Rappahannock phase and was
partially submerged. The comparative differences between artifact classes
(points, pottery, bone, fire cracked rocks, etc.) in the two middens is astounding.
Contextual transect interval samples were done on the terrace and adjacent
beaches. Three fragments of a probable Moyomps (Dogue) Colonoware pot and
one Colonoware pipe stem were excavated at another area of the site.
Potomac Creek
rim sherd.

The Fairfax County Archeology program recovered as close to
100 percent of both middens as was possible. The entire
contents of the two middens were sifted through nested 1/4
and 1/16-inch mesh screens and then floated. The entire
1/4-inch sample collection, including more than 60,000 artifacts,
has been catalogued. All of the
shell has been retained and the
shell hinges separated. Both
middens produced excellent but
very different faunal assemblages.
Some of the flotation samples have
Rappahannock rim sherd.
also been sorted. All of the
diagnostic points, pipe fragments and pottery rim motifs have been
drawn in detail. All field notes and the extensive photo documentation
are in order. The site has been briefly summarized and referred to in
published articles and presented in PowerPoint to various professional
and amateur meetings.
This site offers a unique opportunity for dissertations on the Late
Woodland transition between the earlier Rappahannock phase and the
later Potomac Creek phase. The Potomac Creek pottery rims have
Rappahannock rim sherd.
already been used in a masters thesis on Potomac Creek rim motifs.
Faunal and ethno-botanical comparisons between the two middens offer a unique dissertation by
themselves. If you are interested please get in touch with Mike Johnson at
michael.johnson@fairfaxcounty.gov
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Upper James River Chapter
submitted by Chris Short
On September 27th, some of the UJRC members participated in a survey at
Poplar Forest. Our day began with a tour of the house and the new wing that
will open this spring. After the tour, Jack Gary, Director of Archaeology at
Poplar Forest, spoke briefly on the reason for the survey. The construction of a
fence along the western border of the curtilege is planned for next summer.
Part of this fence line goes through a wooded area.
The survey was done to make sure that the area to be cleared does not contain anything of
archaeological significance. We dug 2'diameter STPs at 25 foot intervals and screened all the dirt.
Most STPs had just 2 layers…plow zone and subsoil. Nothing very exciting was found, which is good
for Jack and his fence!!

ASV Member Speaks Out
by Howard MacCord, Sr.
Note from the Newsletter Editor: This opinion column does not necessarily reflect the views of
the editor or the ASV board. It has been edited down from a longer piece available directly
from Howard MacCord, Sr. (hbmac@infionline.net).

Since its founding in 1940, ASV has relied almost entirely on volunteers for its
many tasks, and our members have responded faithfully. We have always
found candidates to elect to offices and workers to fill committees. I expect this to continue in the
future. However, with the bequest to ASV of the 700+acre Kittiewan Plantation, and the
commitment we have made to keep it intact as a working plantation and as an attraction in the Travel
industry, ASV's workload has increased and will continue to grow, with related operations statewide,
for the predictable future. It amounts to much more than volunteers and 'friends' can be expected to
do, however willing.
Our responsibilities can be seen as four distinct missions, based on their diverse functions. They are:
operate Kittiewan; develop it and its collections for tourism; engage in archeology; and develop ASV
Headquarters to handle a larger membership and coordinate its functions. In addition, ASV should
create a substantial endowment to ensure future viability. Obviously, the answer is to hire
professional people for each mission - to organize and lead ASV members in all aspects possible, with
essential gaps filled by other hired workers. Naturally, such a structure will be expensive - to create
and to sustain. All of the missions can produce some cash-flow income, but the whole staff will have
to be alert to finding additional funds to fill deficits. For now, the present ASV structure needs to
begin fund-raising, if we hope to create the expanded organization needed.
ASV policies should include conservation of resources, (including data), pay as we go, and respect
for laws and people.

Your comments on the above would be appreciated.
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Current ASV Officers
President:
President-elect:
Vice President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:

C. Mike Wilke
Patrick O'Neill
C. Neil Manson
Stephanie Jacobe
Bill Thompson

legypt@htcnet.org
patrickoneill@erols.com
nielmans@comcast.net
aureus@usa.net
twarchitects@livenet.net

For more information on ASV go to:
http://www.asv-archeology.org

Ally Saurus—Very Senior Curator
of Paleontology at the Virginia
Museum of Natural History—is not
amused by the Newsletter editor’s
attempts at humor. Image courtesy
of Lyle Browning.

IMPORTANT NOTE:

The newsletter editor has moved. His new physical
address is: 1902 Woodlyn Drive, Apt. 3,
Fredericksburg, VA 22401. Electronic submissions
are acceptable and preferred: bkmeans@juno.com
Send newsletter submissions to:
Bernard K. Means, Ph.D., RPA
Deadline for Submission to December 2008 Newsletter is November 1!!
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